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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the engineering design and development of 
an adaptive position servomechanism. The position servo is a non­
linear second order system which can adapt to provide minimum recovery 
time to position-error-signals for slowly changing system parameters.
The servo has been synthesized by a B.C. motor coupled through a 
flywheel and gear train to an output shaft. Desired input position and 
the servo output position are mechanically connected through a differential 
gear set to an error shaft position encoder. The encoder delivers to a 
digital computer the position error in the form of a parallel 10 bit 
gray code word. A control program operates on this data, and on the 
basis of present incoming information and past stored data issues 
commands which trigger a bang-bang relay. This relay drives the servo 
motor armature which can then deliver positive or negative torque to 
the system.
The control strategy is based on representing the system in the 
phase plane and that error rate can be calculated from error readings.
A trajectory or curve of error versus error rate of the system is stored 
in the computer memory. This trajectory is effectively shifted so that 
it passes through the origin and forms a zero trajectory. The current 
trajectory is compared with this stored trajectory and when an intersection 
occurs a torque reversal command is issued by the computer. The system 
is then driven to the origin in the minimum amount of time. The stored 
trajectory is continually replaced with the latest error versus error 
rate readings in order to keep the latest system trajectory in memory.
iii
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A method of calculating error rate (with high accuracy) from 
incoming error readings is proposed which requires a maximum of three 
bits of information from the error encoder.
In addition a reliable control strategy is developed which 
overcomes the serious condition of run-away even under the worst possible 
input signals.
Typical performance curves of the now operational system are 
presented which demonstrates the system's capability to adapt and provide 
optimum switching.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Theory
The basic principles of the digital-computer-controlled adaptive 
control system were established in the 1950's. Since then a burdgeoning 
amount of literature has been written on this subject which reflects 
the growth of this branch of automatic control theory. The recent 
development of high-speed, low cost digital equipment perhaps more than 
anything else has been the single-most important factor in this rapid 
growth. The underlying principles of a typical system is developed in 
this section in general terms. This will give the reader the background 
upon which this project developed and also gives an indication where 
for the moment practice differs from theory.
The present operational system can be used for the purposes of 
analysis providing certain idealizations and assumptions are made. Refer 
to figure 1.1 which indicates the basic components of the system.
eo
1. Differential Gear Set
2. Error Shaft Position Encoder
3. Digital Computer 
1*. Relay
5. Servo Motor
Figure 1.1 Operational System
1
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2It is presumed that the relay is an idealized one which has 
characteristics as shown in figure 1.2. Such relay parameters
V
Va ■ V = applied
armature voltage
e = error
— — — -— — — —  — — — — — ■ signal
Figure 1.2 Relay Characteristic
as contact spacing, time delay, contact bounce and hysteresis are not 
considered. In actual fact, the relay was made in the form of a solid- 
state switching amplifier with power transistors as output drivers. 
Consequently the aforementioned relay characteristics do not apply to 
the operational system. The characteristic equation of the. relay can 
be expressed as:
V - f (e) 1.1
* V& sgn e 1.2
where sgn e means "sign of error".
The servo motor and other mechanical components can be represented 
by the second order differential equation.
T = J 6 + B 0 + T. 1.3
o o L
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where 0q * angular position of rotating member, degrees
J * moment of inertia, kilogram (meter)
B = equivalent viscous damping, newton-meters per radian per
second
= load torque, newton-meters
T ■ torque developed by servo newton-meters 
For equation 1.3 to be true:
(a) the air-gap flux must be proportional to field current within the
servo motor.
(b) the torque developed on the shaft is proportional to the product
of the air-gap flux and the armature current.
(c) only viscous damping exists in the rotating system. There is no
static or coulomb friction.
The time required by the computer to gather data and issue 
appropriate commands to the relay is considered small enough to be 
insignificant for purposes of this analysis. Figure 1.1 can now be
replaced with the conventional control block diagram as shown in
figure 1.3.
~ \  .
___+
K
J ----
JS2 + BS
Figure 1.3 Block Diagram of an Ideal Servomechanism
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The servo is characterized by full forward or reverse torque 
opposed by inertia and linear damping. The differential equation is 
given by:
J 6 + B 0 = V sgn e 1.4
o o a
e - 0J - 9 1.5
i o
In order to retain the autonomous form the input 9^(t) must be 
restricted to position and velocity components. Writing the input as 
a power series:
0 ^(t) = vt + xq where v = velocity 1 . 6
x q = initial position
i
i
= v 1.7
= o 1.8
also e = 0 . - 0  1.9
1 o
= v - 0 1.10
o
e = 0. - 0 1.11
1 o
= o — 0 1.12
o
• • •
substituting the values of 0q and 0q respectively into equation 1.4 give
J e + B e = - V  sgn e + Bv 1.13
a c
The general solution to this equation is given by reference 2 as:
—  + In (l - — ) = -a \  a j a
1.14
B2
where E = -r-r z 1.15
V
a
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E ' =
J -
dE
ar
tB
3~
where T  is a nondimensional 
variable
1 . 1 6
1.17
vB
+ 1 E < o 1.18
a ■
vB
1.19
vB , 
a - —  - 1
a
E > o
and the initial conditions selected were
1.20
E - E 1 where E. = E(t) at t = o 1.21
1.22E' - o
If the normalized variables, which are functions of error e are 
plotted a family of curves as shown in figure 1.4 will be formed.
E'
y
zero trajectory
Figure 1.4 Phase Portrait of Idealized Servomechanism
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6If the system under consideration has an Initial error Pi, a 
negative trajectory will be followed until the sign of the error 
becomes negative at which point (P2 ) positive torque is applied. The 
system proceeds to P 3 at which time another torque reversal takes place.
This process continues until the system reaches the origin. Clearly 
this type of control is sub-optimal. An improved method would be to 
cause the torque reversals somewhere in the second or fourth quadrants 
of the phase plane. This has been accomplished by many controllers 
employing lead networks which effectively cause the torque reversals along 
a straight line in the second and fourth quadrants. This can lead to 
satisfactory control provided the system parameters do not vary. The 
optimum method is to switch along that unique trajectory which passes 
through the origin, the zero trajectory.
Referring once again to figure 1.4, for a system which has an initial 
error of Pj it can be shown that this error can be reduced to zero in 
the minimum amount of time by:
(a) applying negative torque
(b) reverse torque at the intersection of the current trajectory and 
zero trajectory, point Pi,
(c) removing power from the servo when at the origin.
The key to this form of optimum control is the ability to determine the
switch point Pi, . This thesis illustrates one method of determining
this point.
One requirement for this determination is that zero trajectory 
information be available prior to current trajectory intersection. Refer 
to figure 1 . 5  for an illustration of a method to obtain the zero trajectory.
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7e
Figure 1.5 Formation of a Zero Trajectory
A digital computer is used to collect and retain data necessary to 
form the zero trajectory. For initial start-up the memory is presumed 
to be cleared of previous data so that as the system proceeds along the 
trajectory PQ to Pi , no torque reversal will occur. However once the 
sign of the error becomes negative, the control program arbitrarily issues 
a torque reversal command in a manner similar to the example shown in 
figure 1.4. At point Pi pairs of values error versus error rate are 
retained in the core memory as the trajectory goes to P2 . The stored
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8segment is shifted right by an amount P2 so that it now passes through 
the origin. Since the family of curves shown in figure 1.4 are 
symmetrical, a similar segment could have been formed if the initial 
error were negative. Furthermore the trajectory P3 to Pi, provides 
identical data as the trajectory Pj to P2 provided the system parameters 
do not change. Thus the general rule evolves: any N curve (negative
torque) with positive velocity or P curve (positive torque) with 
negative velocity can be used to form a zero trajectory by adding or 
subtracting an error offset value from each point on the curve, that 
is, by taking the segment and shifting it horizontally right or left 
until it passes through the origin. Thus once this information is 
obtained it is possible to detect the intersection of any curve with 
the "formed-zero" trajectory which then would lead the system to the 
origin.
With this ability it is conceivable to update the original stored 
trajectory with new data whenever the system returns to the origin.
Then future switch decisions will be based on the latest stored 
information from the last control cycle. In this recursive manner the 
switch point will vary as the system trajectory changes shape to provide 
an optimum return to the origin.
Out of this discussion two concepts have been developed which are
the foundation for the thesis. They may be stated as follows:
1. By measuring and storing error and error rate of a certain portion
of a phase plane trajectory it is possible to calculate the zero
trajectory necessary for bringing a system to rest in the minimum
amount of time.
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92. Updating the stored trajectory will permit optimum switching to 
occur for slowly changing system parameters.
1.2 Previous Project Investigations
An initial investigation by Rayzak (3) employing the essential 
ideas from this theory Indicated that a feasible controller could be 
developed which would provide optimum switching and adaption. As part 
of this investigation a controller similar to figure 1 . 1  was simulated 
on a digital computer. The resultant error versus time response curves 
showed the ability of his control program to provide optimum switching 
for changes in system parameters. In addition he proposed that only 
error be measured and error rate be calculated. This would offer the 
obvious advantage of requiring only an error transducer to supply 
sufficient information to effect control. This is significant as error 
rate transducers are notoriously more complex and costlier than error 
transducers. He proposed that
t2 ~ tj At
where E2 ■ present error sampled at time t2 
e1 ■ previous error sampled at time tj 
Samples of error were to be taken over constant intervals of time so that:
t2 - ti * At
“ a constant 
e cc E2 “ el
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Concurrent with his efforts a special purpose digital control 
computer was designed by Shiner (5) and built. The computer used a
one address fixed word length. Thus in order to conserve memory space
and simplify data extraction, the present calculated error rate was 
used as the effective address in which location the value of present 
error was stored.
Baziw (1) was unsuccessful in bringing these developments to 
fruition as the special purpose digital controller lacked sufficient 
computing power. This is essentially where the author took over the 
project. In the following chapters new proposals and ideas will be 
presented all of which developed by having available sufficient hardware 
to incorporate and test these new ideas. References will be made to 
these past attempts (1), (3), and (5) in order to show the systematic 
improvements made possible by their studies.
1.3 Features of Operational System
The salient characteristics of the operating controller are
presented at this time so that as the reader progresses through the next 
chapter and Chapter IV these points will come to mind as each item is 
more clearly explained.
1. Error rate is calculated from error measurements sampled at equal 
intervals of error rather than time.
2. The error readings are obtained from an effective five bit code 
from the error shaft encoder. A logic routine in the controller 
program shifts out the five least significant digits from an 
original ten bit code. This improves the capability of more
R eproduced  with perm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.
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accurately calculating error rate. (This routine also permits the 
encoder to effectively count beyond 2 5 ■ 32 positions and in fact 
the only limitation is the bit word length of the computer or the 
restriction to single precision arithmetic),
3. Error forms the effective address of stored data in which location 
error rate is placed.
4. The steady-state error can approach zero.
5. The controller can provide improved switching (reduced overshoot)
with a "small" previously stored trajectory.
6 . Interpolation occurs in the data table when no data is available.
7. Erroneous data is partially removed, depending on its nature.
8 . The program is protected from self-destruction and system run-away.
9. For step velocity inputs the system recovers in an optimum manner
without overshoot whether the data table is filled or blank.
10. New data replaces old whenever the system follows a trajectory which 
leads towards the origin.
11. Minimum recovery time from error signals will occur for any fixed 
system gain.
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CHAPTER II
PROPOSED STRATEGY
2.1 Digital Computer Function
Based on the theory presented in Chapter I it is possible to assess 
in broad terms some of the basic jobs of the digital controller or more
accurately the basic jobs of its resident program. They are:
1. Determine present system phase plane position and generate servo
motor commands which will attempt to return the system to its 
initial position at the origin.
2. Determine the two basic control phases that of either storing data
in the form of a phase plane trajectory or compare incoming data 
with previously stored data.
3. Detect trajectory intersection and issue a command which will cause 
the servo to reverse torque.
4. Detect when the system returns to the origin or is within a small 
arbitrary distance from the origin and then remove power to the 
servo.
2.2 Control State Determination
In attempting to adopt the control strategy previously proposed 
(3) one very real practical problem arose. This was a condition of 
system run-away. The inability to detect the error axis with absolute 
certainty often caused the program to branch to an incorrect logic 
section. This was a result of two factors. First, as will be seen
12
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later, the method of calculating error rate was Inaccurate and error 
rate was a necessary factor in axis crossing determination. Secondly, 
once the system was within the target area (an arbitrary region 
surrounding the origin) it was possible to coast out of this region and 
simultaneously cross the error axis.
Consequently an improved method of determining where the system 
existed in the phase plane was needed and the decision to enter certain
logic sections within the control program would have to be based on 
this knowledge. Whereas the original control scheme based control on 
quadrant transitions, the new scheme used simply the knowledge of which 
quadrant the system was currently in. For example, a trajectory leaves 
the third quadrant and enters the second. At the moment of transition 
the original program called for the controller to stop storing and start 
comparing in anticipation of a trajectory intersection. If this 
transition was missed say due to bad data, the program would continue 
storing in the second quadrant which would be wrong. The new scheme 
says "whenever in the second quadrant and the torque applied is positive 
compare incoming data with previously stored data". So even if the 
program received bad data at the axis crossing the controller would enter 
a compare cycle as soon as the data received indicated the system was 
in the second quadrant. It is possible to list in a patterned sequence
the control states (C = compare, S = store) for each quadrant. The
applied torque (P = positive torque, N ■ negative torque) is also 
restricted depending on the current quadrant. For example only positive 
torque can be applied when the system is in the third quadrant. Typical
system trajectories are shown in figure 2 . 1  and each trajectory segment
R eproduced  with perm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.
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is labelled with a control state. For example, the first segment 
of figure 2.1(a) is NC which is the logical 'AND' of the true states 
N and C. Table 2.1 summarizes these states in a logical manner.
Quadrant Program Mode Motor Torque
1 S N
2 C P
2 S N
3 S P
k c N
k s P
Table 2.1 Control States
It was originally felt by the author that the two combinations which 
exist for example in quadrant two the states CP, SN could be distinguished 
by determining the sign of the present acceleration. This proved 
impractical as errors in this sign determination occurred during 
initial start-up and immediately following a switch. The author 
believes that gear backlash actually caused a double sign change. 
Consequently the program would enter incorrectly the wrong logic routine.
If one again refers to figure 2.1 it can be observed that the
states occur in a cyclic manner. For example the sequence for
figure 2 .1 (a) with initial positive error is:
NC , PS , PC , NS 
and for 2.1(b) NC , PS
and for 2.1(c) NC , PS , NC , PS
The sequence for initial negative error trajectories is given below.
For figure 2.1(d) PC , NS , NC , PS
R eproduced  with perm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.
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and for 2.1(e) PC , NS
and for 2.1(f) PC , NS , PC , NS
All these sequences of events can he summarized hy the hlock diagram,
figure 2 .2 .
PS PCNC NS
Figure 2.2 Permissible Control State Sequences
For the four possible states of the system it is only essential to 
determine with a decision block a PS to PC transition or a NS to NC.
The transitions NC to PS and PC to NS are automatic and occur once the 
basic decision is reached to change system states. The two states 
which can exist in quadrants two or four are therefore determined 
automatically as they form the NC to PS or PC to NS transitions. The 
other two transitions PS to PC and NS to NC are determined by table 2.1.
This control algorithm has worked extremely well under all types 
of inputs and initial conditions and while the controller appears to be
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’’confused” under severe random error signals, ultimately the controller 
regains control of the system without run-away or having stored 
incorrect data.
2.3 Data Acquisition and Manipulation
As mentioned in Chapter I an aim of this project was to eliminate 
the need to directly measure error rate. One proposal (3) suggested 
that error rate could he calculated hy taking the difference between 
two successive samples of error with each sample being taken at a 
fixed interval of time. This implies therefore that the program 
execution of each logic path through the mainline program requires 
the same amount of time or differs by a very small amount as compared 
to the time interval between samples (At).
In order to give the digital controller sufficient data to make 
decisions it is necessary to arbitrarily establish the limits of the 
data table which will store trajectory information. This has been 
set at one hundred. Thus for any particular system the maximum error 
rate would be 100 units/sec. and the minimum error rate would be 1 
unit/sec. The timing interval then must be adjusted using a dummy 
loop in the control program so that when the system has near-zero 
velocity, the difference between two error samples will be 1 and
hopefully at the maximum velocity, the difference would he 100.
Ideally total error displacement to fill in a table ranging from 1
to 100 would be:
100 
T = I As
J=1 J
5050 units
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This becomes impractical as the encoder would have to be able to count 
to at least double this number or otherwords would have to provide a 
fourteen bit code. In addition the selected digital computer had a 
fixed word length of 12 bits. In terms of switching accuracy, if the 
system required a switch at maximum velocity, the actual switch point 
and correct switch point would be in error sin average of 5 0 units for 
error and error rate measurements.
In an actual test run it was possible to store between eight and 
fifteen pairs of values. The author felt then that the proposed 
scheme was clearly insufficient to achieve accurate control.
Another approach to this problem utilizes the computer logic timing 
pulse generator. Referring to figure 2.3 for a timing scheme which 
illustrates a sampling scheme based on constant error intervals rather 
than constant time intervals.
T1 T2
Figure 2.3 Sampling Timing Scheme 
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A logic section of the control program which performs this 
sampling forms a tight loop in which many hundreds of samples are 
taken between times T1 and T2. The system is therefore calibrated so 
that changes in the encoder output at maximum permissible system velocity 
are slow in comparison to the tight loop sampling execution. An initial 
sample is taken at T1 and repeated many times until a transition or 
new error position is detected at T3. The program branches to another 
equally tight loop with a counter which counts the number of loops 
until another transition is detected at TU. The counter value at TU 
is a measure of the system velocity. The faster the encoder changes 
the smaller the value of the counter and conversely the slower the 
encoder changes, the larger the value of the counter. After detecting 
the second transition the program may either continue the count over 
as many more transitions as desirable or may immediately exit from 
the sampling routine. For two transitions as shown in figure 2.3 the 
present error is presumed to be the value of the encoder output at 
time TU and present error rate the counter value measured over the 
interval T3 to T^ t. In order to measure every other value of error it 
is necessary to exit from this routine, enter the mainline program and 
return for another fresh sample at T 5 .
One of the most important advantages of this scheme is that 
sampling may be performed asynchronously with other program logic control. 
This is of practical significance as the program execution times for 
various logic paths through the mainline program do not have to be 
equal in execution time and for that matter do not become a factor in 
sampling accuracy. With this scheme it is possible to detect every other
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encoder position and calculate a corresponding value of error rate.
In order to fill a table with 100 different values of error rate a 
total error excursion of 200 is required. This is easily obtained with 
conventional shaft position encoders.
In principle this scheme should have provided very accurate error 
rate measurements however initial attempts using a 1 0  bit optical 
encoder produced errors in the error rate calculation of 2 0 0 $ which 
were obviously intolerable.
The problem was identified as inconsistent film deposition on the 
optical code wheel. Refer to figure 2.1* for an illustration of actual
and ideal bit apertures.
LSD
y
/
/
H — d — ^  — Ad
ideal actual
<<
Ad
actual
Figure 2.k Ideal and Actual Bit Apertures of Encoder Code Wheel
The ideal aperture should have clean, uniform width and sides so 
that a zero or one is accurately transmitted. In reality though, the
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edges are "fuzzy" or ill-defined. This area is shown as Ad wide and 
represents .001 to .002 inches. For the least significant hit with an 
overall aperature width of .0 0 5 " this represents a large error.
However for the fifth hit this ratio Ad/d is quite small as shown in 
figure 2.k. By experimentation it was found that by using only the 
five most significant bits from the encoder output it was possible 
to reduce the error to an acceptable level of b%. However the encoder 
could on its own count to 2 5 = 3 2  positions which was of little 
practical use as it was desired to divide the maximum error into at 
least 200 parts. Consequently a logic routine was added to the control 
program which would add or subtract a constant (2 5) from, the present 
error after a complete revolution of the encoder.
This leads one to the idea of using even a fewer number of bits 
from the encoder to achieve even greater accuracy and input interface 
circuit simplicity. It is the author's opinion that this indeed could 
be done, the minimum number of bits being 3 .
An additional benefit gained from this development is that the 
maximum permissible system error can be divided into as many parts as 
the hardware can withstand. In the operating system under discussion 
the limiting factor is the basic computer word which is 1 2  bits long 
with the most significant bit a sign bit. Consequently a count of 2" or 
201+8 can be achieved -without going to double precision arithmetic.
A Limitation
The logic routine which permits the count to continue beyond one 
revolution of the encoder code wheel operates on a time shared basis 
with the remainder of the control program. This routine divides the
R eproduced  with perm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.
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total count for one revolution into approximately three equal groups 
0 to 1 0 , 1 1  to 2 1 , 2 2  to 31 and requires that at least one sample he 
taken in each group. Therefore the timing of the sampling routine and 
the maximum permissible error rate must be such that a sample will occur 
at least every 1 0  positions of the encoder. If the code wheel velocity 
is established so that a sample occurs every other code wheel position 
according to the timing diagram figure 2 .3 , then the routine will accept 
velocities exceeding this maximum by a factor of 5. This is a good 
safety factor, however if ever this figure is exceeded the program 
will loose count and the system would have to be shut down and restarted.
2.U Origin Detection
In practice it is usually only necessary to return the system to 
within some small arbitrary distance near the origin after an error 
excursion. Therefore a target (a small rectangular area surrounding 
the origin) is established and whenever the trajectory enters it, the 
power to the servo is removed.
This section offers one possible technique for target detection 
which has performed satisfactorily in the operating system and discusses 
two other schemes which could provide greater accuracy at the expense 
of program complexity.
Figure 2.5 represents an exaggerated portion of the phase plane
at the origin
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Figure 2.5 Target Detection
In Section III of this chapter it was proposed that samples he 
taken at equal intervals of error thus as the trajectory approaches 
the error axis large changes in velocity readings will occur. A 
relative insensitivety to error rate changes develops and the top or 
bottom edge of the target becomes ill-defined as well as the error 
axis itself*. The target was therefore made long and slender so that 
the upper and lower edges of the target cut across trajectories which 
were less perpendicular and changes of error rate occurred less rapidly. 
In this manner the upper and lower edges of the target became quite 
clearly defined and a target hit could be accurately detected. When
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the trajectory hits the upper edge of the target, the control program 
branches to a precalibrated timing loop which ultimately issues a motor 
stop command, but only after a predetermined amount of time has past.
This is the average time required for the system to move from the "top" 
or "bottom" edge of the target to the error axis. The obvious fault 
with this procedure is the inaccuracies which develop when the target 
strikes the edge of the target or system parameters change such that the 
trajectory shape is changed. It was found that a compromise could be 
selected which would guarantee a steady-state accuracy of 2 - 1+JL 
However for the purist this approach would surely appear crude.
Another method would be to make the timing element in the program 
adjustable so that each time the trajectory crossed the error axis, the 
program would effectively measure the time required to traverse an 
arbitrary change in velocity equal to the height of the target. This 
would permit this delay to be automatically adjusted as the system 
parameters change.
One final scheme is offered which is perhaps the most logical. In 
the previous section it was suggested that only the five most significant 
digits from the encoder be used in error measurements. This was to 
enhance the accuracy of error rate calculations only. When a target 
bit is indicated the sampling routine could shift to a double precision 
(or higher) by considering the bits it would normally ignore namely 
bits 6 to 11. A logic routine could then be entered which forms the 
difference between successive samples. The error axis crossing would 
be indicated by a change in sign of this difference. The ability to 
determine near-zero velocity is important so that the power is not
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removed from the servo too soon or too late which could cause the system 
to coast outside of the target.
: 186642
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CHAPTER III
HARDWARE
3.1 The Digital Computer
A pictorial representation of the overall system under discussion 
is shown in figure 3.1.
The control computer selected was a PDP-8 /S produced by Digital 
Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts. The PDP-8 /S is a one- 
address, fixed word length, serial computer using a word length of 1 2  
bits plus parity and two’s complement arithmetic. Cycle time of the 
4096-word random access magnetic core memory is 8 microseconds. Input 
data lines from the buffered accumulator are made available at the 
interface. Bits 3 to 8 from the memory buffer are also made available 
to the interface as they are required to transmit peripheral equipment 
selection codes. In addition three lines to the interface provide 
programmed sequential pulses which are useful for various housekeeping 
chores within the peripheral equipment. For example these pulses can 
be used to (a) clear the accumulator (b) enable gates to transfer data 
to the accumulator from external registers.
3.2 Interface
Interface logic block diagram is given in appendix C. The primary 
functions of the interface is to
(a) gate encoder information into the accumulator
(b) convert the encoder output from gray to binary code
(c) decode computer output microinstructions used to control the solid- 
state relay.
26
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The gray to binary converter is included in this section even 
though it has not been implemented. The converter has been designed 
and will be incorporated in the near future and as this thesis only 
represents a part of a continuing project the author felt that for 
completeness it should be mentioned in this section. The original 
conversion was performed by a software routine called "GRABIN" and the 
general formula which applies equally to the hardware design is given 
in Chapter V.
After the converter is installed the average sampling time will be 
reduced by 9 msec, which represents approximately 30% of the total time 
required to execute the complete logic path through the control program.
As part of function (c) protective logic circuitry was included to 
prevent the two driver flip-flops to the solid-state relay from both 
being on at the same time. The necessity for this protection becomes 
more obvious if one refers to figure 3.2. If both pairs of amplifiers 
Al, A2 and A3, A4 were turned on a short circuit of the source voltage 
would occur.
3.3 Solid-State Relay
The circuit used in this piece of equipment was designed and built 
by the author. As shown in figure 3.2 four power switching circuits 
are connected in an array similar to a bridge network.
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Pi servo
Figure 3.2 Solid-State Relay
The servo armature is connected to the bridge at the mid points 
PI and P2. With amplifiers A1 and A2 open (non-conducting) and A3 and 
A4 closed (conducting), current passes through the servo motor 
armature from PI to P2. Conversely with amplifiers Al, A2 closed and 
A3, A4 open current passes through the servo from P2 to PI. Torque 
reversals can thus be achieved using one common source. This is an 
important factor in attempting to eliminate non-linearities due to 
unbalanced source voltages and offers the simplicity of requiring only 
one power supply. The power output transistors are serially connected 
(in pairs)through the servo to form a complementary circuit. In order 
to resolve a biasing problem at the high source voltage amplifier Al 
employs a N-P-N power transistor (as does A3) and A2 employs a P-N-P 
power transistor. The source voltage is negative. Other components in
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the circuit are used to improve the rise and fall time characteristics 
and to suppress transient voltage spikes from the inductive load. The 
relay is conservatively rated at 6 amperes at 80 volts continuous.
Rise times are in the order of 20 microseconds. A complete circuit 
diagram is given in appendix D.
3.4 Mechanical System
As shown in figure 3.1 the basic mechanical components are a servo 
motor, magnetic brake, flywheel, gear train and differential gear set.
The servo motor is rated at 1/15 h.p. at an armature and field 
voltage of 115 V.D.C. However in the operational system armature 
voltage is limited to 40 V.D.C. maximum. The magnetic brake is used to 
simulate a load on the system and can be switched on during a control 
cycle to simulate a step load. The flywheel consists of 3, 8 " diameter 
steel disks with a combined weight of 35 pounds. This large mass is 
directly coupled to the servo in order to make the system more purely 
inertial and it also slows down the controller during experimentation 
to permit closer observation of system performance. The gear ratio 
between the servo motor and error shaft encoder is 4 to 1. This gear 
ratio was selected in accordance with the timing diagram figure 2.3, 
that is, the maximum code wheel velocity is such that the sampling 
routine detects every other positional change.
The output from the gear train and desired shaft position (input) 
are coupled through a differential gear set (mechanically forms the 
difference 0^ - 6 q * e ) to an optical shaft encoder. The encoder thus 
effectively measures error and transmits this information to the computer
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interface.
3.5 Error Shaft Position Encoder
The encoder is a 3M model 203524 converted from a 10 bit serial 
binary output to 10 bit parallel gray code output. These modifications 
were made by the author to take advantage of the parallel input data 
facilities of the digital computer. The 10 bits of data are not required 
for the control scheme as explained in Chapter II but nevertheless are 
retained to permit flexibility for future experimentation.
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CHAPTER I V
SOFTWARE
4.1 General Comments
Following some general comments on program design intent a brief 
description is given on the techniques for:
(a) start-up control
(b) storing the trajectory
(c) comparing and detecting trajectory intersection
The heart of the operating system lies in the control program. This
is the area where it is possible to impose the artificial intelligence
required of the system so that it may on its own make decisions, collect 
data and issue commands. While the basic truths of the control strategy 
can be programmed in a straightforward systematic manner, it is often 
necessary to resort to intuitive programming in order to make the system 
function as it ought to function. Upon examination of the program 
listing many apparently illogical instruction sequences are followed 
which are in reality very necessary requirements.
The software was developed with two practical considerations in mind.
One, the software must be adaptable to a practical application and two,
it must be flexible enough to permit the experimenter to adjust 
parameters, instructions, initialize procedures, etc. Consequently the 
program is divided into two large sections, the first is called the 
"initialization program". It permits one to manually control the servo 
via the computer console switch register. Service routines can be called 
in which will dump out trajectory table information and/or set to zero
32
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those registers in memory which are set aside for table data. Also 
this section couples to the control program when setting an error in 
order to initially fill in the data table. This section would normally 
be discarded in a real application as it does not effect any control.
The second section is the control program which is divided into 
thirteen segments corresponding to basic logic routines as illustrated 
in the flowcharts (ref. appendix A). These basic segments are listed 
below and are shown in a connected form in figure 4.1.
List of Basic Program Segments
1 . Initialization
2 . Acquire data
3. Modify data, calculate error rate
4. Target check
5. Initial start-up control
6 . Quadrant detector, sets program mode:, motor torque
7. Detect store to compare transition, form offset error
8 . Detect trajectory intersection
9. Switch relay
1 0 . Detect compare to store transition, data check, set-up segment 1 1
1 1 . Store data, clear out old data
1 2 . Interpolate table gaps
13. Shift present data into past
The software was written in PAL III assembler language with all 
arithmetic using fixed point two's complement integers. The program
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execution time was kept to a minimum by restricting multiplication and 
division to shifts of the accumulator either right or left. For example 
to divide by 4, it is only necessary to shift the contents of the 
accumulator right two bits. This takes 28 microseconds while a 
comparable operation using available software takes 7.4 milliseconds.
As mentioned in Chapter III conversion from gray to binary code for 
incoming data is done by a routine called "GRABIN" and is based on the 
general algorithm for reflected codes (4), 
n
C = E R 
p j-P j
where *= p ^  digit of the conventional binary number 
til
Rp = p digit of the reflected binary number and addition is 
performed by the exclusive OR operation. Finally as explained in 
Chapter II the relationship between error rate and its measured equivalent 
is a reciprocal one. Equations involving error rate use this inverse 
quantity.
4.2 Start-up Control
This section of programming as the name implies controls the initial 
phases of the system as it leaves the target. Once outside of the 
target area, the present error is determined and motor torque is applied 
such that it will tend to return the system to the error rate axis 
according to the following set of conditions,
c _> o T = N
e < o T = P
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Next, during phase two, the system's acceleration and trajectory 
direction is determined and action is taken according to the following 
table
|e2 | - |ei| < o e > ° Action
1 Enter Phase 3
o " "
0 Repeat Phase 2
1 M M
Table 4.1 Phase 2 Start-up Control
The last phase is used to obtain one more fresh sample which is 
required by other sections of programming when "bad" data is encountered. 
It is essential that two successive samples provide correct data in 
order to calculate the sign of the present velocity which is then 
subsequently used in determining phase plane quadrant.
4.3 Data Storage
Data is stored according to the control state assignment shown in 
table 2.1. Figure 4.2 represents typical stored trajectory information.
1
0
1 
o
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Figure 4.2 The Stored Trajectory
The present absolute error rate is calculated and stored in memory 
location specified by the current value of error according to the 
following 2 equations
quadrant 1 , 2 e, + e2 = e;
IT S
quadrant 3, 4 = £;s
where e is the offset error and c is the effective storing error, 
f s
In order to use e as an address, a constant equal to the absolute value 
s
of the address where the table is located in memory must be added. In 
the control program of appendix A this address is called TAJBLAD = 2200 
and the above equations in the program language become 
EOFAD + E2 = ERAD2 quadrant 1, 2
EOFAD - E2 = ERAD2 quadrant 3, 4
where
EOFAD = EOFSET + TABLAD
■ offset error address
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EOFSET «• offset error
TABLAD = 2200
E2 ■ present 
ERAD2 «= present storing address
For a system with changing parameters and thus a changing trajectory 
shape new data will overwrite previous data starting at the point of 
trajectory intersection. The dotted lined trajectory segments shown in 
figure 4.2 represent two possible cases, one of overshoot, the other of 
undershoot. In each case a new or offset error is formed. This value 
will also be used in the comparison equations described in the next 
section.
As consecutive memory locations will not always contain a value of 
error rate it is necessary to fill in these voids with an interpolated 
value. For single blanks such as those which occur when every other 
encoder position is detected a simple scheme can be incorporated (refer 
to block 12s of the control program, appendix A).
For larger voids the problem becomes more complicated especially when 
trying to avoid arithmetic division. The optional interpolator (block 12, 
appendix A) reflects a scheme which inserts approximately correct values 
in unfilled memory locations. The number of blanks in the void are first 
determined. A mean value is calculated by adding the upper non-zero 
value to the lower non-zero value and then the sum which is in the 
accumulator is shifted right 1 bit (division by 2). This value is 
inserted at the mid-point of the void. This process is repeated again 
between non-zero locations until the original void is completely filled.
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A.A Trajectory Intersection
The total effort of all the control program lies in the successful 
execution of this section of programming for it is here where the 
incoming data is compared with previous data and when equation (3) of 
this section is true, an intersection of the current trajectory with 
the zero trajectory will have occurred.
During the compare cycle each new value of error and error rate is 
adjusted (shifted right or left) an amount equal and opposite in sign 
to the amount required to shift the stored trajectory through the origin. 
This operation is summarized by equations 1 and 2.
e 2 \ + ef et (1 )
e
t
+ K e
AD (2)
(3)
where e = effective comparing error
K starting address of trajectory table
G
AD = address of comparing error
C(e ) = contents of address of comparing error (a stored error£\±J
rate value)
G 2 = present error rate
In figure A.3 two current trajectories plotted as functions of e
and | e*2 1 are shown superimposed on a previously stored curve. Mote that
the stored data is plotted as |e + K| versus |G2 | and the current
s
0
trajectories are plotted as versus | e;> | . Trajectory (1) represents
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the normal situation in which > K and trajectory (2) represents a 
condition which could result from initially storing a small trajectory, 
then subjecting the system to a large step error so that the current 
trajectory would miss the maximum value of the stored curve and not 
intersect it.
AD, 
e +KK e eAD 'AD
Figure 4.3 Trajectory Intersection
core
location
For two successive samples which would produce and an
intersection is indicated as follows. At etT. the current error rate is
ADi
ei (remember that ei is inversely proportional to error rate and therefore 
E*1 > £*3) and the corresponding stored value is e2 • Therefore equation (3) 
is not satisfied as:
c (iW  * e">
At , the current error rate is et+ and the corresponding stored value
a d 2
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• .
is £ 3 . Equation (3) is satisfied as C (e^j2) i  and an intersection
would be detected. The current applied torque would be reversed by a 
control command issued by the computer. For curve (2), equation (3) 
becomes satisfied at ■ K . The present error rate at this point is 
eg and equation (3) reads
C (K) > e*6
Thus a switch of motor torque will occur as soon as the program realizes 
that the current trajectory will never be able to intersect the stored 
curve. Referring to figure 4.4, one can see that this manifests itself 
into a vertical switching line attached to the first stored value in the 
data table.
£
initial trajectoryreduced undershoot
vertical switching 
line
Figure 4.4 An Improved Switching Characteristic
One further improvement to the table which would reduce overshoot
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for small Initial stored tables would be to linearly extrapolate the 
stored curve as shown in figure 4.5.
linear extrapolation 
(not stored)
small initial 
stored curve
e +K
K
Figure 4.5 Linear Extrapolation of Trajectory
The well known algebraic equation 
y = mx + b
could be used to form the extended segment. The slope would be formed
from the difference of two successive error rate values measured over a
known error interval. Furthermore in order to conserve core space and
execution time, this extrapolation can be effectively formed during the
compare cycle whenever e.n < K. The linear segment does not therefore
AX)
have to be physically stored.
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CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Introduction
The performance of the control system is qualitatively demonstrated 
in graphs 1 through 6 of this Chapter. A model 7035A, x - y recorder 
made by the Moseley Division of Hewlett-Packard was used for recording.
An error input signal was obtained from the center tap of a suitably 
biased 10 turn potentiometer. This potentiometer is mechanically coupled 
to the error shaft position encoder. A tachogenerator also coupled to 
the error shaft provides an error velocity signal to the recorder. These 
transducers are shown in figure 3.1.
The units of the graphs are related to the detectable encoder shaft 
positions, also called code wheel divisions. For a 5 bit input code 
from the encoder, 1 revolution of the code wheel represents 32 divisions. 
The relationship between code wheel divisions and angular error is 
dependent on the gear ratio between the error shaft and encoder. In 
the case of the operational system, the encoder is directly coupled 
therefore 360° equals 32 divisions or 1 division * 11.25° .
5.2 Typical Time and Phase Plane Responses
Performance characteristics of any given system are most readily 
observed from a plot of error versus time. Figure 5.1 illustrates the 
ability of the controller to initially store a trajectory (curve 1 ), 
then thereafter switch optimally to the origin as shown in curves 2, 3 
and 4. In these runs, the original system conditions were preserved, thus
1+3
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the stored information from each run was effectively unchanged and each 
initial error was reduced to zero (within the steady-state error limits) 
in the minimum amount of time. Figure 5.2 represents the phase plane 
equivalent of figure 5,1 with identical initial errors.
5.3 Adaptation Curves
Curves 1, 2 and 3 of figure 5.3 demonstrate the system's ability to 
adapt to changing system parameters. Curve 1 represents the system under 
load and the computer has no previously stored data. The load was 
removed and the system restarted (initial error ■ 1 1 0  divisions) with 
data from curve 1 retained. The trajectory intersection occurs at point 
Pi but was based on the system operating under load. With the load 
removed the system overshoots but stores new data from Pi to P2 • One 
final switch occurs at P 3 to return the system to the origin. One final 
run, curve 3, demonstrates that this new condition (no load) is well 
learned and an optimum switch occurs at point Pi+ . The system is seen in 
this instance to adapt and after one control cycle has retained the new 
trajectory shape.
The sequence of events used to produce figure 5.3 were reversed and 
a series of curves were taken producing figure 5.4. An initial curve 
was stored in memory with the system under no load (curve 1). Segments 
Pi to P2 and P 3 to Pq provided the storing information. The system was 
restarted under load with this data retained at an initial error of 
107 producing curve 2. Intersection was detected at Pt* which caused a 
torque reversal but as the applied load assists the braking torque, the 
system undershot the origin. The controller is programmed to immediately
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detect this condition and reverse torque again at P 5 to prevent run away. 
Segment Pi, to P 5 becomes the new stored trajectory and consequently one 
final torque reversal after trajectory intersection occurs at Pg (which 
ultimately returns the system to the origin). Subsequent excursions from 
the target area with the load still applied will yield minimum recovery 
times with no overshoot or undershoot. Again this graph demonstrates 
the controllers capability to adjust to changing system parameters to 
provide optimum control.
5.4 Unique Characteristics
In section 4.4 an improved switching characteristic was described 
for a small initially filled table. A vertical switching line develops 
as shown in fugure 4.4 as a result of equation 3 of that section. This 
feature is demonstrated for the operational system in figure 5.5. Curve 1 
represents the run which provides the small table. Run 2 was made with an 
initial error of 134 (curve 2). The dotted curve represents curve 1 
shifted through the origin and has the vertical switching line attached 
to it. Intersection of the vertical segment occurs at point Pj.
The response to a velocity step input is shown in figure 5.6. The 
trajectory table was cleared initially to demonstrate one of the very 
unique capabilities of this system and that is, to recover optimally with 
the trajectory table initially cleared. Data storing starts at point 
Pi and ends at P2 which provides sufficient data for the switch at P 3 . 
Unlike step error responses no overshoot occurs on the first control 
cycle.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION
6.1 Discussion
The unique method of obtaining data :1s most noteworthy as it is 
now possible to achieve high accuracy in error and error rate 
measurements using a very simple, inexpensive transducer. Input logic 
circuitry will be equally simplified. Of course the main consideration 
must be devoted to the digital computer and its control program. In 
this project no attempt was made to reduce or simplify the control 
program, rather the main effort was to develop foolproof logic routines 
which would be necessary in a real situation. Consequently the program 
developed is not optimum in the sense of execution time or number of 
required instructions.
This appears to be the next step in the project, that is to reduce
the program to its bare essentials and eliminate all unnecessary instructions.
It would be possible then to determine maximum permissible code wheel 
velocity and consequently the controller's ability to follow error signals.
In addition three potential improvements to the present incorporated 
strategy should be considered.
(a) Minimize the number of bits required from the error shaft encoder.
(b) Incorporate a linear extrapolation scheme in the compare cycle.
(c) Revise the sampling routine so that it switches to a larger bit
code input whenever the system approaches the error-axis.
These improvements along with a thorough analytical study of the
controller's performance would set the stage for further investigations
52
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such as controlling higher order systems.
6.2 Conclusions
The operational system demonstrates one approach in designing 
an adaptive controller. For some applications the capability of taking 
into account system changes and accordingly performing in a superior 
fashion to more conventional on-off controllers is an important 
advancement in the field of controls.
One must however treat this development with the awareness that all 
possible inputs, environments and loads have not been considered. The 
system does show potential as a practical useable device but its 
merits can only be judged after all these conditions have been analyzed.
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YES
YES clear
table
print
answer
"PR BIT 
TABLE ?
initialize 
I/O devices 
SA : 600
CR & LF
CR & LFread
teletype
'ERASE
TABLE?
'’SET I N I T I A I  
ERROR"
3 EOFSET 
TABLAD + 
EOFAD
print
answer
read
teletype
P/O
table
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sample 
SAM2 
l-+FLG,0-tB 
duml ->-762 
dum2 -y 
blkBB
read SR 
extract 
bits9»10,li
-*■ STORE
extract 
bits 10,11 
from STOR 
rotate 
right
From Control Prog. 
'Blk3B
STORE
©
STOP
P/0 initial 
error
CR Sc LF
BLK1, CONTROL 
PROGRAM
Initialization Program
w 
C\J
STOP
NTORK
PTORK
STORE 
> k
SAM2
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form
|E2|
modify
LC0NT2
Blk 3
Blk 5 ^
TLCIITR
Exit From 
Controller and 
Enter Initialization 
Program
BIT9
Blk 1
ONru
TLCRTR STOP
TLCWTR1 + 1 
-KCLCNTR
Blk lr, Target Check
.COITTZ
>KV
'ORKF VSGIJ2 
< 0
- 1 -> 
FLAG 1
LC0NT2 
< LCONTM
VSGN2 
> 0
1  + 
TLCNTR
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Blk 6, Quadrant Detector
FLAGr 'LAG 1 
=  -1
FLAG1 
=  -2
E2
Blk k
Target
Check
E2
Blk 13
ON
CO
toward:
origin
PTORK 
1 -*■ TORKF
FLAG 1
IJTORK 
0 ■> TORKF
Blk 5, Initial Start-up Control
6 k
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Blk 6 MCC
ERAD2 
+ EOPAD
EOFAD - 
TABLAD -+ 
EOFSET
0 MCC
AC + TAELAI 
CPRAD
C(CF 
> LCOKTZ 
?
TORKF
Blk 7, Detects S •+■ C Transition 
Form ilew Offset Error 
Blk 8, Detects Trajectory Intersection 
Blk 9, Reverse Motor Torque
WTORK
r
0
TCFI
-*■
CF
PTORK
1 H 
TORKF
CT\
v n
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Blk MCC
ERAD2
OK
ERAD2
ERAD1
Blk 10, Detects C S Transition, Ensures that Erad 2 is Within 
Tablt Limits 
Stores Data 
Interpolates 
Shifts Present ■+ Past
Blk 11 
Blk 12 
Blk 13
r 1st 
STORED 
VVALUE
1 + MCC
TEMP 1 
-> 10
store
LC0NT2
POP 
Blk 10 CLEARD
AC -v 
C(10)
STORE
LC0NT2
ERAD1 
-»• 1 0
b link 
shift rt 
1 bit
FORM 
LC0NT1 + 
LC0NT2
E2 ^  El 
E2 + El 
E2 + El 
ERAD2 
ERAD1
ON
ON
Blk 2
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AC
INTR2
C(LOWAD) 
+ HIGH
store
in
table
set AC
negative
right
shift
positive 
right 
 shift
form adr. 
for inter­
polated 
value 
CHTR1 + 1
Blk 13
OS
03
Blk 12, Interpolate (Optional)
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/OPTIMUM AND ADAPTIVE POSITION SERVO PROGRAM 
/LORRIN G. GALE -  ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
/UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR - AUGUST 10, 1967 
/STORAGE REQUIREMENTS 2 -  3200 (8 )
/PAGE ZERO CONSTANTS AND PARAMETER ASSIGNMENTS 
/ 2  -  177
/SERVICE ROUTINES
/2 0 0 - 212 CLEAR TABLE CALL: CLEARJ
/ 2  1 3 - 2 47 GRAY -  BINARY CONVERSION CALL: GRABIJ
/ 2  50 - 266 CHARACTER STRING PRINTOUT CALL: TEXTJ
/2 6 7 - 346 SIGNED DECIMAL PRINTOUT CALL: SSPRNJ
/4 0 0 - 404 READ FROM ASR-33 CALL: READJ
/4 0 5 - 41 1 PRINT/PUNCH WITH ASR-33 CALL: PRINTJ
/ 4 12 - 422 CARRIAGE RETURN AND LINEFEED CALL: FORMAJ
/4 2 3 - 537 TRAJECTORY TABLE PRINTOUT CALL: TPRINJ
/  540 - 546 SAMPLING ROUTINE CALL: SAMPLJ
/ IN IT IA L IZ A T IO N  PROGRAM
/6 0 0  -  1062 PERMITS MANUAL CONTROL OF SYSTEM VIA THE 
/CONSOLE SWITCH REGISTER.
/ORIENTATES SHAFT ENCODER TO SYSTEM ORIGIN AND SETS 
/ I N I T I A L  ERROR.
/RESETS CERTAIN MAINLINE CONTROL CONSTANTS BASED 
/UPON TELETYPE INPUT INFORMATION
/CONTROL PROGRAM 
/1 2 0 0  -  2177 SA: 2
/TRAJECTORY TABLE 
/2 2 0 0  -  3160
*2
JMP I .+1
600
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
/ IO T  INSTRUCTIONS
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TO
SAMPLE=6303 
ST0P=6311 
NTORK = 6313 
PT0RK=6315
/PARAMETER ASSIGNMENTS
L IN K 1 , CLEAR; CLEARJ=JMS I  LINK1
L IN K 2 , GRABIN; GRABIJ=JMS I L IN K 2
LINK 3# TEXT; TEXTJ=JMS I  LINKS
LINK 4, SSPRNT; SSPRNJ=JMS I  L IN K 4
LINK 5, READJ READJ=JMS I  LINK 5
LINK 6, PRINT; PRINTJ=JMS I L IN K 6
L IN K 7 , FORMAT; FORMAJ=JMS I  L IN K 7
L IN K 8 , TPRINT; TPRINJ=JMS I  LINKS
LINK 9 , s a m p l ; SAMPLJ=JMS I LINK9
L IN K 1 0 , IN IT L A + 13
L IN K 1 1, B L K l; BLKIJ=JMP I  LINK 11
L IN K 1 2 , BLK2; BLK2J=JMP I  LINK 12
L IN K 13, BLK3B+12
L IN K 14, BLK4; BLK4J=JMP I LINK 14
LINK1 5, BLK7; BLK7J=JMP I LINK 15
L IN K 16* BLK10; BLK10J=JMP I  LINK 16
L IN K 1 7 , BLK13;
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
BLK13J=JMP I LINK 17
HLIM, -2 5 /UPPER BOUNDARY OF CODE WHEEL
L L IM , -1 3 /LOWER BOUNDARY
DUM1 , NOP /DUMMY INSTRUCTION
MASK 3* 37 /EXTRACT 5 LSD
MASK4* 7 /EXTRACT 3 LSD
MASK 5, 3 /EXTRACT 2 LSD
KM4, - 4 /CONSTANT
KM3, -3 /CONSTANT
MASK 6, 3777 /EXTRACT MSD
KDIV2, -1 /N O . OF CODE WHEEL DIV./SAMPLE
TCNTR2, -1 6 0 /DELAY AFTER TARGET H IT
SAM 1, 0 / I N I T I A L  CODE WHEEL POSITION
SAM 2 , 0 /F IN A L  POSITION
SAM4, 0 /PAST SAM2
VSGN2, 0 /SIGN OF PRESENT ERROR
CLEARD, 0 /NO. OF REGISTERS TO BE CLEARED
E l , 0 /PAST ERROR
E2, 0 /PRESENT ERROR
E1ABS, 0 /PAST ABSOLUTE ERROR
E2AB5, 0 /PRESENT ABSOLUTE ERROR
LC0NT1, 0 /PAST ERROR RATE
LC0NT2, 0 /PRESENT ERROR RATE
STORE, 0 /M ULTI-USE TEMP. REGISTER
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HOLD, 0 /M ULTI-USE TEMP. REGISTER
KDI V I , 0 /NO. OF CODE WHEEL DIV./SAMPLE
TCNTR1, 0 /DELAY AFTER TARGET H IT
CNTR1, 0 /NO. OF BLANKS
FLG, 0 /REV. COUNTER
FLAG1, 0 / I N I T I A L  START-UP CONTROL
MCC, 0 /PROG. MODE CONTROL
TORKF, 0 /= 0  NTORK, =1 PTORK
B, 0 /SAM2+B= PRESENT ERROR
F IL L , 0 /INTERPOLATED ERROR RATE
EOFSET, 0 /OFFSET ERROR
HIGH, 0 /UPPER NON-ZERO REG.
EOFAD, 0 /ADDRESS OF OFFSET ERROR
ERAD1, 0 /ADDRESS OF PAST ERROR RATE
ERAD2, 0 /ADDRESS OF PRESENT ERROR RATE
CFRAD, 0 /ADDRESS OF COMPARED ERROR RATE
LOWAD, 0 /LOW NON-ZERO ADDRESS
CNTR2, 0 /= 0  INTERPOLATION COMPLETED
ADJUST, 4 /CMPRAD ADDRESS ADJUSTMENT
LCONTM, -3 0 /MAX. PERMISSIBLE ERROR RATE
KV, -4 3 0 /VERTICAL HEIGHT OF TARGET
KH, -6 /HORIZONTAL WIDTH OF TARGET
A, 40 /POSITVE REV.
C, -4 0 /NEGATIVE REV.
♦ 165 
SPACE,
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
240 /A S C I I  SPACE
LNFEED, 212 /A S C I I  LF
CARRTN, 215 /A S C I I  CR
MASK2, 1777 /EXTRACT ALL BUT BITS 0 ,1
MASK 1, 1 /EXTRACT B IT  11
TEND, 3160 /LAST ADDRESS OF TABLE
TABLAD, 2200 /SA OF TRAJECTORY TABLE
*200
/TABLE CLEARING ROUTINE
/ I  ST ADDRESS TABLAD, LAST ADDRESS TEND 
/A C *0  BEFORE ENTERING
CLEAR, 0
CMA
TAD TABLAD /LOW ADDRESS IN  AUTO-INDEX
DCA 10
DCA I 10
TAD TEND
CIA
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TAD 10
SZA CLA /F IN ISHED?
JMP . - 5  /NO
JMP I CLEAR /E X IT
/GRAY-BINARY CODE CONVERSION ROUTINE 
/GRAY CODE MUST BE IN  AC BEFORE CONVERSION 
/1 0  LSD ARE CONVERTED AND LEFT IN AC
GRABIN, 0
RTL /S H IF T  CODE INTO MSD
DCA TEMP
TAD RESET 1 / I N I T I A L I Z E  COUNTER
DCA CNTR3
BEGIN, TAD TEMP
AND MASK 1 /EXTRACT B IT 1 1
SZL /L IN K = 0 ?
JMP ABEL /NO
JMP BAKER /YES
ABEL, SZA / B I T  11=0?
CLA CLL /NO
JMP CHECK /YES
BAKER, SZA / B I T  11=0?
JMP . + 3 /NO
CLA CLL /YES
JMP CHECK
CLA CML
CHECK, TAD TEMP /XOR NEXT TWO ADJACENT
RAL
DCA TEMP
ISZ CNTR3 /F IN ISH ED?
JMP BEGIN /NO- START OVER
TAD TEMP /YES- EXTRACT 10 LSD
AND MASK 2
JMP I GRABIN
CNTR3, 0
RESET1, -1 3 /NO. OF XORS
TEMP, 0
/CHARACTER STRING PRINTOUT ROUTINE
/ROUTINE IS  ENTERED WITH ADDRESS OF 1ST DATA WORD OF 
/CHARACTER STRING IN  AC. THE SECOND DATA WORD MUST 
/CONTAIN NEGATIVE NO. OF CHARACTERS TO BE PRINTED
TEXT, 0
I AC
DCA 10 /DATA ADDRESS
TAD 10
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DCA ADOFL /OBTAIN STRING LENGTH 
TAD I ADOFL 
DCA LENGTH
TAD I  10 /PR IN T CHARACTER
PRINTJ
CLA
ISZ LENGTH /LAST CHARACTER?
JMP . - A  /NO 
JMP I TEXT /Y E S - EX IT , AC=0 
LENGTH, 0 
ADOFL, 0
/SIGNED DECIMAL PRINT, SINGLE PRECISION 
/REFER TO D IG IT A L -8 -2 3 -U -S Y M , JANUARY 19, 
/FOR ORIGINAL SOURCE PROGRAM WITH COMMENTS
SSPRNT, 0
CLL
SPA
CML CMA IAC 
DCA SSVAL 
DCA SSBOX 
TAD SSCNTR 
DCA SSCNT 
TAD SSADDR 
DCA SSXYZ+1 
TAD SSPLUS 
SZL
TAD SSMNS 
JMS SSOUT 
SSXYZ, TAD SSVAL 
TAD SSCON 
SPA
JMP .+ 4  
ISZ SSBOX 
DCA SSVAL 
JMP SSXYZ 
CLA
TAD SSBOX 
JMS SSOUT 
DCA SSBOX 
ISZ SSXYZ+1 
ISZ SSCNT 
JMP SSXYZ 
JMP I SSPRNT 
SSOUT, 0
TAD SSTWO 
TSF
JMP . - 1
TLS
CLA CLL
1966
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JMP I SSOUT
SSADDR, TAD SSCON
SSTWO, 260
SSPLUS, -2 0
SSMNS, 1 5
SSCNTR, - 4
SSBOX, 0
SSCNT, 0
SSVAL, 0
SSCON, 6030
7634
7766
7777
/READ, PRINT FROM ASR-33
/BUSY FLAGS IN IT IA L IZ E D  AT LOCATION 600
*4 00
READ, 0
KSF
JMP . - 1
KRB
JMP I READ
PRINT, 0
TSF
JMP . - 1  
TLS
JMP I  PRINT
FORMAT, 0
CLA
TAD CARRTN 
JMS PRINT 
CLA
TAD LNFEED 
JMS PRINT 
CLA
JMP I  FORMAT
/TRAJECTORY TABLE PRINT ROUTINE 
/PRINTS IN  PAIRS ERROR THEN ERROR RATE 
/EARLY EXIT WHEN B IT  11 OF SR =1
TPRINT, 0
DCA ZERO / I N I T I A L I Z E
TAD TAB2 /PR IN T HEADING
DCA TAB1
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JMS FORMAT
TAD SPACE
JMS PRINT
ISZ TAB1
JMP . - 2
CLA
TAD TRAJEC
TEXTJ
TAD LNFEED
JMS PRINT
CLA CLL
CMA /SET-UP 1ST ADDRESS
TAD TABLAD
DCA 10
REPEAT, FORMAJ
TAD C0L2
DCA COL 1
TAD TAB4
DCA TAB3
TAD ZERO
SSPRNJ
ISZ ZERO
TAD SPACE
JMS PRINT
JMS PRINT
CLA
TAD I 10
SSPRNJ
LAS /EARLY EXIT?
AND MASK 1
SZA CLA
JMP EXIT /YUP
TAD TEND /N O - CARRY ON
CIA
TAD 10
SNA CLA /LAST VALUE?
JMP EXIT /YES
ISZ COL 1
JMP . + 2 /NOT AT EDGE OF PAGE
JMP REPEAT /A T  EDGE -  CR&LF
TAD SPACE /TAB BETWEEN COLUMNS
JMS PRINT
ISZ TAB3 /GONE FAR ENOUGH?
JMP . - 2 /NO
JMP REPEAT+3 /YES
EXIT, JMS FORMAT
JMP I TPRINT
ZERO, 0 /ADDRESS
TAB 1, 0 /T IT L E  TAB
TAB3, 0 /COLUMN TAB
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TAB2, 
TAB4, 
C0L2, 
COL 1, 
TRAJEC,
/SAMPLING
/REQUIRED
SAMPL,
-31
-7
- 4
0
TRAJEC 
-20 
324 
322 
301 
312 
30 5 
303 
324 
317 
322 
331 
240 
324
301
302 
314 
30 5
ROUTINE 
TO SHIFT
/T IT L E  TAB 
/COLUMN TAB 
/NO. OF COLUMNS 
/N O . OF COLUMNS 
/T IT L E  DATA
PER L IN E  
PER L IN E
INCOMING 10 BITS INTO 5 LSD
0
SAMPLE
RTR
RTR
RAR
AND MASK3 
JMP I SAMPL
/ IN IT IA L IZ A T IO N  PROGRAM 
/PROVIDES MANUAL CONTROL OF SERVO MOTOR VIA THE SR 
STOP 
NTORK 
PTORK
START CONTROLLER 
CONCURRENT SAMPLING 
NO SAMPLING 
/PROVIDES TABLE PRINT AND CLEAR OPTIONS 
/TABLE CLEARING SETS EOFSET=0, EOFAD=TABLAD
/ B I T 10=0, 
/ B I T 10=0, 
/ B I T 10=1, 
/ B I T 10=1, 
/ B I T9=0, 
/ B I T 9 = 1,
B IT 11=0 
B IT 1 1=1 
B IT 11=0 
B IT 1 1=1
*600
IN IT L , KCC
TLS
NOP
NOP
/ I N I T I A L I Z E  ASR-33 CONTROL FLAGS 
/UNUSED REGISTERS
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YNEG,
POUT,
E T A B L E ,
S E T ,
/PR INT TABLE?
/Y ES 
/NO
/ERASE TABLE?
/NO
/YES
NOP 
NOP
FORMAJ 
TAD POUT 
TEXTJ 
READJ 
PRINTJ 
TAD YNEG 
SNA CLA 
TPRINJ 
FORMAJ 
TAD ETABLE 
TEXTJ 
READJ 
PRINTJ 
TAD YNEG 
SZA CLA 
JMP .+ 5  
CLEARJ 
TAD TABLAD 
DCA EOFAD 
DCA EOFSET 
FORMAJ 
TAD SET 
TEXTJ 
JMP I .+1 
IN I  TLA 
-331 
POUT 
-  17
320; 322{ 31 15 3161 32412 401 324 
3011 3021 31 41 30 512401 27712401 240 
ETABLE /ERASE TABLE?
-1 7
30 51 3221 3011 3231 30 512401 324
30 1 5 3021 3 1 41 30 51 2401 2771 2401 240 
SET /SET IN IT IA L  ERROR 
-22
323130513241240131 11316131 11324
31 11 301131 412401 30 51 3221 3221 31 71 3221 240
/SET IN IT IA L  ERROR
/DATA
/PR IN T TABLE?
/ IN IT IA L IZ A T IO N  PROGRAM CONTINUED
* 1 0 0 0  
IN I  TLA, SAMPLJ 
GRABIJ 
DCA SAM2 
I AC
DCA FLG 
DCA B
/SAMPLE FOR M -L-P
/SET FLAG IN  BLK3 
/SAM2+B=PRESENT ERROR
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TAD DUM1
DCA IN IT LB /ONE ENTRY TO ORIGIN SET
TAD . + 2
DCA I L IN K 13 /RETURN JMP FROM M-L-P
JMP I L IN K 10 / L I N K 10= NEXT LOCATION
LAS /CHECK SR FOR MOTOR CONTROL
AND MASK 4
DCA STORE
TAD STORE
AND MASK 5
CLL RTR
SZL
JMP . + 7
SPA CLA
JMP . + 3
STOP / B I T 10=0* B IT 1 1=0
JMP IN IT LB - 4
NTORK / B I T 10=0* B IT 1 1=1
JMP IN I  T L B -4 
SPA CLA 
JMP .+ 3
PTORK /B I T 1 0 = 1# B I T l 1=0
JMP IN IT L B -4
TAD STORE /B IT 1 0= 1>  B I T 11=1
TAD KM4 /CHECK B IT9 FOR CONCURRENT SAMPLING
SMA CLA
JMP IN IT LA  /NO SAMPLING
STOP /YES- START CONTROLLER
TAD E2 /PR IN T IN IT IA L  ERROR
SSPRNJ
FORMAJ
TAD DUM1 /REMOVE JMP FROM BLK3 M -L-P  
DCA I L IN K 13 /L IN K  13=BLK3B+12 
JMP IN I  TLB
TAD STORE /CONCURRENT SAMPLING?
TAD KM4 
SMA CLA
JMP IN IT L A  /NO 
IN IT L B ,  NOP /SET ENCODER ORIGIN
TAD SAM2 
CIA 
DCA B 
TAD .+ 2  
DCA . - 5  
BLK 1J
/CONTROL PROGRAM
/PROGRAM IS  COMPOSED OF 13 MAJOR SECTIONS -  EACH ONE 
/CORRESPONDING TO THE BASIC FLOWCHART BLOCKS 
/M AINLINE PROGRAM OCCUPIES LOCATIONS 1200 -  2177 
/DATA STORAGE 2200 -  3160
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*1200
/BLK 1 -  
BLK 1,
/B L K 2 -
BLK2,
BLK2A,
BLK2B,
SETS FLAGS, INDICATORS, ETC. AND FORMS IN IT IA L  SAMPLE 
DCA MCC /SET TO COMPARE MODE 
TAD KM3
DCA FLAG1 /SET IN IT IA L  START FLAG=-3
TAD SAM2
DCA SAMI
SAMPLJ
GRABIJ
DCA SAM2
TAD MASK2 /SET ERROR RATE TO A LARGE N O .1777
DCA LC0NT2 
JMP BLK3
ACQUIRE DATA TO CALCULATE ERROR AND ERROR RATE 
DCA LC0NT2 / I N I T I A L I Z E  SECTION 
TAD KDIV2 
DCA KDIV1 
SAMPLJ
CIA /LOOK FOR LEADING EDGE OF B IT
DCA HOLD
SAMPLJ 
DCA STORE 
TAD STORE 
TAD HOLD 
SNA CLA
JMP BLK2A /NO FOUND IT  
TAD STORE /GOT ONE 
DCA SAMI 
TAD STORE 
CIA
DCA HOLD
SAMPLJ /COUNT NO. OF LOOPS AROUND THIS
TAD HOLD /SECTION BEFORE -KDIV1 BITS PASS
SZA CLA /BEFORE ENCODER.
JMP .+ 3  
ISZ LC0NT2 
JMP BLK2B 
SAMPLJ 
DCA STORE 
ISZ KDIV1 
JMP BLK2A+10 
TAD SAMI 
GRABIJ 
DCA SAMI 
TAD STORE
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GRABIJ 
DCA SAM2
/B L K 3 - PROVIDES A MEANS TO CONTINUE COUNT AFTER THE 
/D IG IT IZ E R  COMPLETES ONE REV. CODE WHEEL IS  DIVIDED 
/ I N  THREE SECTIONS 0 -L L IM -H L IM -0 .
BLK 3*
BLK3A,
TAD SAMI /ERROR INCREASING?
CIA
TAD SAM 2
SPA CLA
JMP BLK 3 A /NO
TAD SAMI /YES
TAD LLIM
SMA CLA / I N  LOW SECTION
JMP BLK3B+ 4 /NO
TAD SAM 2 /YES -  CHECK LOCATION OF
TAD HLIM /SAMPLE
SMA CLA / I N  UPPER SECTION?
JMP BLK3A- 4 /YES
CMA
TAD FLG /FLAG =1?
SNA CLA
JMP BLK3B+5/NO
TAD SAM 4 /PREVIOUS WHEEL POSITION?
TAD HLIM
SPA CLA
JMP BLK3B+3/BELOW UPPER SECTION
JMP BLK3B / I N  UPPER SECTION
TAD B /SUBTRACT 1 REV. COUNT
TAD C
DCA B
JMP BLK3B+3
TAD SAMI /PREVIOUS SAMPLE IN  UPPER
TAD HLIM
SPA CLA
JMP BLK3B+4 /NO
TAD SAM2 /YES -  PRESENT POSITION?
TAD LLIM
SPA CLA
JMP BLK3B /CROSSED ADD 1 REV.
CMA /CHECK FLAG
TAD FLG
SNA CLA
JMP BLK3B+ 5/NO CROSS
TAD SAM 4
TAD LLIM
SMA CLA
JMP BLK3B+3
JMP BLK3A- 4/CROSSED SUBTRACT 1 REV.
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BLK3B,
/BLK 4 
*  1 400
BLK A ,
TAD B /ADD 1 REV. COUNT
TAD A
DCA B
I AC /TURN ON FLG
DCA FLG
TAD SAM2 /S H IF T  PRESENT INTO PAST
DCA SAM4
TAD SAM2
TAD B /FORM PRESENT ERROR
DCA E2
NOP /RESERVED FOR RETURN JMP
BLK4J / IN IT IA L IZ A T IO N  PROGRAM.
TARGET CHECK, SET DELAY STOP, MAX. ERROR RATE CHECK
TAD LC0NT2 /D IV ID E  LC0NT2 AS REQUIRED
NOP
NOP
NOP
DCA LC0NT2
TAD E2 /FORM ABSOLUTE ERROR
SPA
CIA
DCA E2ABS
TAD E2ABS /TARGET H IT?
TAD KH 
SMA CLA
JMP BLK4B /NO
TAD LCONT2 /MAYBE- CHECK ERROR RATE 
TAD KV 
SPA CLA
JMP BLK4B /NO
TAD TORKF /Y E S - BUT CORRECTLY?
SNA CLA 
JMP .+ 5  
TAD VSGN2 
SMA CLA
JMP BLK4B+7/NOT CORRECTLY -  CARRY ON 
JMP .+ 4  
TAD VSGN2 
SPA SNA CLA
JMP BLK4B+7/N0T CORRECTLY
ISZ TCNTR1/GOOD H IT
BLK1J /NOT ENOUGH DELAY
STOP /ENOUGH DELAY- IOT STOP SERVO
CMA
DCA TCNTR1 /PREVENT CNTR FROM GOING POSITVE 
LAS
AND MASK4 /E X IT  FROM CONTROL PROG.?
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TAD KM4 
SPA CLA 
BLK 1J 
JMP I .+1 
IN IT L /SA OF IN IT IA L IZ A T IO N  PHOG.
BLK4B, TAD LC0NT2 /MAX. PEKMISSIBLE ERROR RATE 
TAD LCONTM 
SMA CLA
JMP .+ 4  /GOOD VALUE
CMA /BAD VALUE- GET TWO NEW SAMPLES
DCA FLAG1
BLK13J /S H IF T  PRES. INTO PAST
TAD TCNTR2 / I N I T I A L I Z E  TARGET DELAY CNTR
DCA TCNTR1
/B L K 5- IN IT IA L  START-UP CONTROL 
BLK 5*
SNA
/FLAG 1=0» EXIT FROM BLK5
/F LA G 1 = - I > GET ONE MORE FRESH SAMPLE
BLK5A,
TAD FLAG1
JMP BLK 6
I AC
SNA
JMP BLK5A
I AC
SZA CLA
JMP BLK 5A+
TAD E1ABS
CIA
TAD E2ABS
SPA CLA
JMP BLK5A
TAD LC0NT2
CIA
TAD LCONT1
SPA CLA
ISZ FLAG1
NOP
BLK 1 3J
TAD E2
SPA CLA
JMP . + 3
NTORK
JMP . + 3
PTORK
I AC
DCA TORKF
JMP BLK5A
/+ 1  INTO FLAG !, ACCEL. IS  NEG.
/DETERMINE IN IT IA L  SWITCH
/E 2  IS  NEG. SWITCH PTORK 
/E 2  IS  POS. SWITCH NTORK
/SET TORKF ACCORDING TO SWITCHED
/B L K 6 - QUADRANT DETECTOR
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/DETERMINES PROGRAM MODE, THAT IS ,  WHETHER STORING OR COMPARING 
/SETS MOTOR TORQUE ACCORDING TO STATE TRUTH TABLE 
✓DETERMINES NEXT SEQUENTIAL MODE 
/FORMS STORING ADDRESS ERAD1,2 
BLK6, TAD El /FORM SIGN OF VELOCITY
CIA
TAD E2
DCA VSGN2
TAD E2
SPA CLA /WHICH QUADRANT?
JMP BLK6A /EITHER 2 OR 3
TAD VSGN2
SPA CLA
JMP .+13 /4TH
TAD TORKF /1  ST
SNA CLA
JMP .+ 6
NTORK
DCA TORKF
TAD MCC
SZA CLA
BLK7J /ENTER COMPARE MODE
TAD E2
JMP .+ 6
TAD TORKF /4TH
SNA CLA
BLK7J
TAD E2 /FORM STORING ADDRESS
CIA
TAD EOFAD
DCA ERAD2 /ADDRESS TO STORE LC0NT2
BLK10J /ENTER STORE MODE
BLK6A, TAD VSGN2 
SPA CLA 
JMP ,+ 6
TAD TORKF /2ND QUAD.
SZA CLA
BLK7J
TAD E2
JMP BLK6A-3
TAD TORKF
SZA CLA
JMP BLK6A-5
PTORK
I AC
DCA TORKF 
TAD MCC 
SNA CLA 
JMP BLK6A-5
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B L K 7 J
/B L K 7 - DETECTS TRANSITION FROM STORE TO COMPARE MODE AND 
• /FORMS A NEW OFFSET ERROR
*  1 600
BLK7, TAD MCC
SNA CLA
JMP BLK8 /NO TRANSITION
TAD ERAD2
DCA EOFAD
TAD TABLAD
CIA
TAD EOFAD 
DCA EOFSET
DCA MCC /SET TO COMPARE MODE
JMP BLK13
/B L K 8 - DETECTS TRAJECTORY INTERSECTION 
BLK8* TAD E2ABS
CIA
TAD ADJUST 
TAD EOFSET
SPA /PRES. ERROR OUTSIDE OF TABLE?
JMP BLK13 /YES 
TAD TABLAD
DCA CPRAD /ADDRESS USED TO EXTRACT PAST DATA
TAD I  CPRAD
CIA
TAD LC0NT2 
SMA SZA CLA
JMP BLK13 /NO INTERSECTION
/B L K 9 - REVERSES PRESENT TORQUE AND SETS TORKF ACCORDINGLY 
BLK9* TAD TORKF
SNA CLA 
JMP .+ 3
NTORK /TORQUE WAS POS.
JMP . + 3
PTORK /TORQUE WAS NEG.
I AC
DCA TORKF 
JMP BLK13
/B L K 10- DETERMINES COMPARE TO STORE TRANSITION
/ENSURES THAT ERAD2 IS  WITHIN TABLE L IM IT S
BLK10, TAD MCC
SZA CLA
JMP .+ 5 /NO TRANSITION
I AC
DCA MCC /SET TO STORE MODE
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TAD DUM1 /PERMIT ENTRY BLK10A ONCE ONLY 
DCA BLK10A 
TAD TABLAD 
CIA
TAD ERAD2 
SPA CLA
JMP BLK13 /ERAD2 TOO SMALL
TAD ERAD2
CIA
TAD TEND 
SPA CLA
JMP BLK13 /ERAD2 TOO LARGE
BLK10A, NOP
TAD .+  5 /SET JMP BLK 1 1 INSTR.
DCA BLK10A
TAD LC0NT2
DCA I  ERAD2
JMP BLK13
JMP BLK11
/B L K 11- 
/STORES 
/CLEARS 
BLK 11,
ENSURES THAT ERAD2 > ERAD1
LC0NT2, ERROR RATE IN  LOCATION ERAD2
REGISTERS BETWEEN ERAD1 AND ERAD2
TAD 
CIA 
TAD 
SMA 
JMP 
DCA 
TAD 
DCA 
TAD 
DCA 
ISZ 
JMP 
JMP 
DCA 
JMP 
571 1 
2000
ERAD2
ERAD1
BLK 13 
CLEARD 
LC0NT2 
I  ERAD2 
ERAD1 
10
CLEARD 
. + 2
BLK12S 
I 10 
• -  4
/BAD
/NO.
DATA 
OF REG. TO BE CLEARED
/CLEARED
/NO
/YES
OUT REG.?
/OPTIONAL JMP INSTR. TO BE USED 
/WITH OPTIONAL INTERPOLATOR
/B L K 12- INTERPOLATES BETWEEN ERAD1 AND ERAD2 WITH ONE VALUE 
/FOR LARGER VOIDS THE OPTIONAL INTERPOLATION METHOD ON LAST 
/PAGE CLOC. 2000) MUST BE USED
/INSTR 5711 AT LOC 1710 MUST BE INSERTED AT 1705 
BLK12S, TAD ERAD1 /FORM LCONT1+LC0NT2 
DCA 10 /D IV ID E D  BY 2
TAD LCONT1
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/B L K 13- 
BLK13»
/B L K 12-
*2000 
BLK12»
BLK12A,
BLK12B,
BLK12C,
TAD LC0NT2 
CLL BAR 
DCA I 10
SHIFTS PRESENT VALUES INTO PAST 
CLA
TAD E2 
DCA El 
TAD E2ABS 
DCA E1ABS 
TAD LC0NT2 
DCA LCONT1 
TAD ERAD2 
DCA ERAD1 
BLK2J
OPTIONAL- USED FOR VOIDS GREATER THAN ONE
TAD ERAD1 /NEXT ADJACENT LOC.
DCA 10
TAD I 10
SZA CLA
BLK13J /NO
TAD DUM1 / I N I T I A L I Z E  BLK12
DCA BLK12C
DCA CNTR1
TAD ERAD1
DCA 10
TAD 10
DCA LOWAD
TAD I 10
SZA /LOOK FOR BLANKS
JMP .+ 12
ISZ CNTR1
CMA
TAD CNTR1
SZA CLA
JMP BLK12B
CMA
TAD 10
DCA LOWAD /SAVE LOW ADDRESS
JMP BLK12B
DCA HIGH
NOP /SAVE SIZE OF VOID
TAD DUM3
DCA BLK12C
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BLK12D,
DUM3,
TAD CNTR1
TAD LLIM /FORGET TOO LARGE A VOI
SMA CLA /OR COUNTER WILL BECOME
BLK13J
TAD CNTR 1
CIA
DCA CNTR2
JMP BLK12D
TAD CNTR 1
SNA CLA
JMP BLK12B /NO BLANKS TRY AGAIN
TAD I LOWAD /ADD TWO ADJACENT NON-i
TAD HIGH /REG. DIVIDED BY TWO
SMA
JMP . + 3
STL RAR
JMP . + 2
CLL RAR
SNA
I AC /BLANKS NOT PERMITTED
DCA F IL L
I AC
TAD CNTR1
CLL RAR /MIDDLE ADDRESS
TAD LOWAD
DCA LOWAD
TAD F IL L
DCA I LOWAD/STORE INTERPOLATED VAL
ISZ CNTR2 /DONE?
JMP BLK 12A+2/N0 START OVER
BLK13J /YES EXIT
JMP BLK12C+13
PAUSE
CONFUSED
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